Despite the doubts of some medieval authors about the sincerity and probity of female pilgrims, a woman’s actions and devotion might be celebrated if her daily role as a caregiver led her to undertake a pilgrimage to a saint’s shrine. However, other kinds of pilgrimage did not dovetail so neatly with feminine responsibilities. In particular, pilgrimages to places such as Jerusalem and Rome were not intended to confer miraculous healing or other tangible benefits either upon pilgrims or upon those for whom pilgrims acted as intercessors. Instead, these strictly devotional pilgrimages offered Christians the opportunity to win indulgences that would shorten their time in purgatory, and to visit both the places and the people described in the New Testament. Pilgrims spent significant time and money and took considerable personal risks in pursuit of these intangible goals. Women encountered less tolerant responses to their presence on such pilgrimages, where they could not easily claim that their travels were an outgrowth of their household duties, and where they might be away for months and even years—if they returned at all.

Both qualitative and quantitative evidence suggests that women were enthusiastic pilgrims in the later Middle Ages, and I have argued that women comprised a significant proportion of pilgrims whose claims to have experienced a miracle were recorded. But at least one scholar
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